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1. INTRODUCTION
The DC-21 is both a fully digital dual channel vibration analyzer and a portable
lightweight and easy-to-use data collector. The DC-21 is used for:
Condition monitoring and diagnostics:
z

time wave form (oscilloscope mode)

z

vibration levels in different frequency bands according to ISO standards

z

RMS, true peak, peak-peak

z

peak factor

z

autospectra

z

envelope spectra selected using one of multiple band pass filters

z

rotation speed

z

amplitude and phase of rotation speed and its harmonics

z

recording of long duration time domain signal limited by memory capacity
only

Rotor balancing
z

1, 2 or 3 plane balancing

z

up to 8 measurement points

z

balancing based on influence coefficients without trial runs (trim balancing)

z

utilities for trial weight estimation, summing, and splitting weights

z

automatic report generation and printout

Analysis for machine commissioning
z

RPM/amplitude/phase characteristics during machine run-up/coast down
(up to 16 channels simultaneously)

z

modal analysis, resonance analysis, logarithmic coefficient of damping for
certain frequencies

z

shaft alignment shims calculations by measurement results with probes or
dial-type indicators

The measurements can be taken using loaded routes or off route. The data
obtained can be uploaded to the host computer.
The following additional options are available:


application firmware to balance rotors (with up to 3 balance planes and 8
measurement points);
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application firmware to take run-up and coast-down measurements at 16
measurement points at once;



application firmware to measure and estimate resonant frequencies by
shock response;



application firmware for shaft alignment;



application firmware for recording continuous time domain signals;

These options can be added to the Applications menu of the DC-21 on your
request.
The DC-21 is designed to meet all the requirements of VAST's condition
diagnostics software and is compatible with all of VAST's current and future
systems. The instrument is expandable in functionality by firmware upgrades.
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2. GETTING STARTED
2.1. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The DC-21 data collector is designed to be operated in environments with
z Temperature: -20°C (-3°F) through +50°C(+120°F)
z Relative humidity: up to 90% at +25°C, non condensing.
2.2. POWER SUPPLY
The DC-21 data collector is designed to be operated from an internal battery
pack or from an external power supply. Battery charging can be done while the
DC-21 is powered from the mains adapter.
The critical period of the battery discharge is indicated by a flashing warning at
the right upper corner of the DC-21 screen, such as "Batt:10%", where the
value indicates the percentage of residual battery charge.
The memory of the DC-21 is power-independent and its contents can be stored
for at least two years independent on the battery condition.
The internal clock and calendar is operated from an internal lithium battery that
does not need replacement for several years of operation (2 years at least).
The DC-21 has an internal uninterrupted power supply, and you can connect
or disconnect it from the mains adapter any time with one exception:
ATTENTION!

It is strongly recommended to operate the DC-21 from BATTERIES
during the communication sessions with a computer or a modem.

2.3. CHARGING BATTERIES
The DC-21 has two versions - one is with the easy replaceable battery pack
and the other is with an increased capacity battery that can not be replaced by
the user. The only difference in the charge process is that the easy replacable
battery pack can be charged while disconnected from the instrument and the
instrument can be operated with another battery at the same time.
The batteries start to charge as soon as you connect the instrument (or battery
pack) to the mains supply adapter independent of whether the instrument is on
or off.
Note

The indicator of the battery should be red during charging. If it is not,
reconnect the adapter to battery or to the mains supply.
The full battery charging time is about two hours. The battery charge is
controlled by a special circuit in the DC-21 battery pack. When the battery is
fully charged, charging is terminated and this is shown by the darkened red led.
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When the instrument is powered on, it displays information about the charge
status of the battery. There are special functions for the battery status monitoring
which will be described in later chapters of the manual.
The easy replaceable battery pack can be changed in the instrument using the
following steps
- Unscrew the two screws at the bottom of the instrument by hand.
- Pull the battery pack and gently remove it from the instrument
- Install another battery and screw the pack back to the instrument.
Fig. 2.1
Battery replacement

A battery which has been removed can be charged while the instrument is
operating with another battery.
Fig. 2.2
Charging a battery outside
the instrument
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2.4. FRONT PANEL AND MAIN CONTROLS
The DC-21 data collector has all its controls on the front panel.
Fig. 2.3
The Front Panel of the
DC-21

Below is a short description of the buttons and their purposes.
ThePowerbutton is used to switch the DC-21 on and off. Briefly pressing the
button causes the instrument to switch on. To switch it off, press this button
and hold it on for a couple of seconds until the DC-21 switches off.
TheLightbutton is used to toggle backlight on and off. Briefly press the button
to toggle backlight. The backlights can switch off automatically since you made
such settings in the instrument.
ATTENTION!

Lengthy use of the backlight results in accelerated discharge of batteries.
TheHelpbutton is used to access the context sensitive help system of the DC21. To display help in any screen of the DC-21, press the help button (with
question mark). Press the help key several times to go to the more general help
topics of the DC-21. To leave the help, press the Cancel button.
The DC-21 is operated using by six main buttons:
The four cursor buttons, 3,4,5, and 6, are used to select commands and fields,
move a cursor, and choose values at the cursor position in the menus or input
boxes of the DC-21.
TheEnterkey is used to activate or execute the commands under the cursor.
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The Cancelkey is used to cancel the current operation or go to the previous
menu.
The keys that can be used for input from the keyboard:
Special numeric symbols key. The key is used to enter positive or negative
values, decimal point or exponent value. The symbols would appear by the
cursor position depending on what symbol was entered previously. For
example, instead of entering 0.00001, you can enter 1e-5 which means 1
multiplied by 10 to the -5th power.
The alphanumeric keys are used within the input line to enter a numerical value.
If there is an input line for a name, you can use the alphanumeric key to enter
characters indicated on the key. The character order on the key shows the
number of presses you need to input the desired character. For example, the
first pressing of the key “1abc” displays the symbol “1”, the second displays
“a” and so on. The characters would be displayed under the cursor position.
If you need to enter the next character with the same key, you must move the
cursor to the next position (step) using key 4. In this mode, you can use key
3 as Delete to edit a name.
2.5. TOP PANEL AND INPUTS
All the connectors of the DC-21 data collector are located on the top panel of
the instrument. If the DC-21 is equipped with the connectors cover, then press
it to open with your fingers on the axis part of the cover and lift the opposite side
of the cover simultaneously (follow the instructions on the top cover).
Fig. 2.4
Top panel of
the DC-21

The following connectors are installed on the top cover (from left to right):
The RS-232 connector and headphones 6 pin lemo connector is used for
communication with the host computer or other serial devices (e.g. modem) and
headphones for audio monitoring of the measured signal.
The tacho probe 3 pin lemo connectoris used to attach a phase reference
transducer for amplitude and phase measurements for balancing, as well as
RPM measurements. You can use the FD-2 transducer of VAST, fully
compatible with DC-21, for this purpose. The power is supplied to the tacho
through this connector.
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The extension 10 pin connectoris used to attach different types of extension
devices - such as a 16 channel switch box, adapters for current probe, linear
voltage input, charge accelerometers and so on. It supplies power to the abovementioned devices and pass several digital control lines.
A and B input channels 3 pin lemo connectorsdepending on the model of
the DC-21 ordered. This can be either charge accelerometer input or IEPE
(ICP) accelerometer input.
ATTENTION!

The tacho end input connectors are both 3 pin lemo type, but they have
different keys (you can see it on the figure) and a tacho cable can not be
connected to the input connector and vice versa.

2.6. SWITCHING ON THE DC-21
If you are going to power on the instrument for the first time, it is recommended
to connect it to the mains supply adapter by attaching it to the connector on the
bottom panel of the instrument (battery pack).
To power on the DC-21, press the Power key on the front panel.
At power on, the main processor starts up and tests memory, firmware and
instrument state. The information on the instrument and its condition is
displayed. This includes the serial number of the instrument, power supply,
remaining battery charge, free memory, and the type of transducer set for the
instrument.
Press any key to continue operating.
2.7. SWITCHING OFF THE DC-21
To switch off the instrument, press thePowerbutton and hold it on for a couple
of seconds until the DC-21 switches off.
The instrument is able to switch off automatically after a period of time if no
buttons were pressed. You can set this period through the Utilities menu - see
section 4 of the manual.
The next time you switch on the DC-21, the screen from the last session will be
displayed.
All your settings are stored during the period of inactivity.
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2.8. TROUBLESHOOTING
AND REINSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT INTERNAL FIRMWARE
If the message below appears, it means that nonvolatile memory has been
corrupted and needs to be recovered.
Fig. 2.5

CMOS MEMORY CORRUPTED

11:50:34

LOAD CMOS DEFAULTS?

[YES]

[NO]

To restore CMOS, selectYes. If the failure occurs during operation, switch off
the instrument and then switch it on holding down the Cancel button. A
message appears. After memory is recovered, the instrument restarts and you
have to edit settings influenced by CMOS (time, date, and contrast settings).
Check for all the settings.
If flashing message appears about calibration needed, select Utilities (see
Section 7) from the Main menu and thenCalibration. The calibration of the
input circuits will be automatically performed.
Besides that, messages may be displayed on
1. Completion of battery charging.
2. Not enough memory to complete operation. Delete all routes from the
memory of the DC-21 using theDelete All Routescommand of the Utilities
menu.
In case of instrument firmware update, adding new programs, expanding
instrument capabilities, or software corruption, when the internal firmware
should be reloaded, use the dedicated software supplied by VAST or
VibroTek. It can be found on the installation disk. Just run it on your computer
and follow the instructions on the screen.

DC-21
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2.9. USER INTERFACE
The user interface of the DC-21 is designed in the most friendly and convenient
way. The instrument is operated by commands that are arranged in the menus.
The top and starting level of the menus is the Main Menu. It has a number of
submenus. To select a menu or command use up and down arrow buttons
(56).
All the fields or commands available with a cursor are marked with square
brackets “[ ]” on the DC-21 screen.
To execute a command or enter the submenu, highlight it with the arrow keys
and press the Enterbutton. To get to an upper menu level, press theCancel
button.
To return the Main menu, press the Cancel button and hold it on until you
find yourself in the Main menu.
Fig. 2.6

DC-21 MAIN MENU

11:50:34

[CHOOSE ROUTE

]

[OFF ROUTE

]

[DATA TRANSFER

]

[UTILITIES

]

[APPLICATIONS

]

The DC-21 has a context sensitive help system integrated in the firmware.
When you have doubts about what means a command, just press the help
button.
Some commands will display the dialogs where you can enter a number of
parameters such as Frequency span for measurements or others. In this case,
you can select the input line using the up and down cursor keys (56). To
change the parameters in the input line, use the right and left cursor keys (34).
The new settings for the whole dialog are stored as soon as you press theEnter
key, or you can disable them by the Cancel key.
Note that the switched-off instrument keeps its state till the next run. For
instance, if you switched off the instrument while it is at the eleventh point of the
first route, at power on you will be at the same point of the same route.
The DC-21 has a lot of environment variables that can make the operation even
more pleasant and adapted to your specific requirements and favors. You can
manage the power consumption, set the default backlight on or off, adjust the
keyboard and display settings, set time and date, etc. All these functions are
discussed below in the DC-21 menu commands chapter 4 (Utilities menu).
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3. GETTING THE DC-21 READY FOR MEASUREMENTS
The DC-21 can work in three main modes: it can collect data according to the
preloaded route or it can operate as a signal analyzer in the off route mode which
also includes phase, overall, and time waveform measurements. Besides, the
DC-21 can perform several technological procedures according to the predefined programs - such as balancing, shock response measurement, etc.
All these modes of operation require setting up input parameters - transducers
and channels. The DC-21 has two channels with integrated sensor power or
preamplifiers and 16 channels at the extension connector that require special
adapters or other hardware for the transducers. Besides the DC-21 has a
synchronization channel normally for the tacho probe.
Before starting any measurement, you need to set up the transducers and
channels in the DC-21. To do so, go to the Main Menu, then to Utilities menu,
then to Settings menu, then to Input Parameters menu.
Fig. 3.1

SELECT CATALOG

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT INPUTS
TRANSDUCERS

Here, you can access the DC-21 database of transducers and input configuration. The main idea is that you have to set up all the sensors (types of sensors)
that you are using with the DC-21. After that, you can assign any of these
sensors to any channel as input for the instrument. If this is done, during
measurements it will be possible to use only the channels of the input circuits of
the DC-21 that have appropriate transducers attached.
First go to the Transducers catalog
Fig. 3.2

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

1. UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G

11:50:34

DC-21
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Here, select any of the transduces on the list byUp andDownarrow keys and
pressEnter key - the local menu will be displayed.
Fig. 3.3

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

11:50:34

1. UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G

ADD
CHANGE
DELETE

Here, select here theAdd command and press theEnterkey. (Here you can
also change the transducer configuration, as well as delete the transducer from
the database - that will be described in the further chapters of the manual). The
following dialog is displayed
Fig. 3.4

TRANSDUCER

11:50:34

NAME
AP-40
MEASURED MAGNITUDE [ACCELERATION]
MEASUREMENT UNITS G
SWITCH-ON TIME
[ 1] S
SENSITIVITY
[ 30.000] MV/G

[ADD]

Here, you can enter the name of the transducer using the alphanumeric keys,
select the magnitude for transducer measurements by theLeftandRightarrow
keys - Acceleration for accelerometers, velocity, displacement, voltage, current for the corresponding transducers. The DC-21 shows you the measurement units for the selected magnitude. Enter the switch-on time of the
transducer using the alphanumeric keys. This is a time delay from powering the
transducer untill the measurements can be started. For some accelerometers,
the switch-on time can be up to 10 seconds - please verify it by the transducer
specification. And finally, use the alphanumeric keys to enter the sensitivity of
the transducer in the units displayed.
After all parameters are entered, use theEnter key to add the transducer to the
DC-21 database, or select theAdd command by theUp andDown keys and
press theEnter key.
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In this way, you can set up all the transducers you want to use with the DC-21.
You should set up one transducer at least to make possible measurements.
The list of transducers may look like this:
Fig. 3.5

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

1 ACCEL AP-40
2 ACCEL PCB 603
3 CURRENT CF34

11:50:34

30.000 MV/G
100.00 MV/G
10.000 MV/A

Now, you can leave this menu usingCancel key, confirm changes selectingthe
Yes command, and go to the measurement inputs configuration from the
followingmenu:
Fig. 3.6

SELECT CATALOG

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT INPUTS
TRANSDUCERS

The following dialog is displayed:
Fig. 3.7

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS
SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 UNKNOWN INPUT

INPUT INFORMATION
A OFF
B OFF
EXT.OFF

11:50:34

DC-21
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Here there is the list of inputs previously set and the information about the current
input below the list. As mentioned above, the DC-21 has 18 input channels, two
of them are channels A and B and they are terminated with corresponding
connectors at the top panel of the DC-21. The other 16 channels are controlled
through the Extension connector of the top panel. In each Measurement Input
configuration you can set up all these channels and specify the relative
transducers. The above figure shows the configuration with all input channels
disconnected from measurement circuits. To set up the inputs, press theEnter
key. The following local menu will appear:
Fig. 3.8

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS

11:50:34

SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 UNKNOWN INPUT

INPUT INFORMATION
A OFF
B OFF
EXT.OFF

SELECT
CHANGE
ADD
DELETE

Select theAdd command from the local menu using the UpandDown keys and
press the Enter key. You can also use the Change command to modify the
input selected in the list orDelete- to remove the input setup from the DC-21
database. In more details these commands is described in the further chapters
of the manual.
The following dialog is used to set up the measurement input configuration of the
DC-21:
Fig. 3.9

MEASUREMENT INPUT

11:50:34

INPUT NAME
A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT
CHAN
A [OFF ]
B [OFF ]
EXT.[OFF ]
[ADD]

Here in the INPUT NAME line you can enter the name of measurement input
that will be displayed on the DC-21 start-up window. For example it can be A-
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channel, A&B channels, 16-channel switch box or any other name containing
up to 31 characters. On the above screen, we are going to setup inputs so that
only channel A will be set up to make vibration measurements and the extension
channel will be used to measure electric current using only one channel from
extension.
In the channel setup, you can enable or disable channels or select extension
hardware by selecting the corresponding channel with the UpandDown keys
and using theRight andLeftkeys to enable/disable it. But if you are going to
use A and/or B channels, first you have to select a transducer. To do the, select
the desired channel and press theEnter key. The following dialog is displayed:
Fig. 3.10

SELECT TRANSDUCER

11:50:34

CHAN A: UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G
1 ACCEL AP-40
2 ACCEL PCB 603
3 CURRENT CF34

30.000 MV/G
100.00 MV/G
10.000 MV/A

The list of the transducers will be exactly the same that we set up previously.
Select the desired transducer with the Up and Down keys and pressEnter.
The transducer will be selected for the channel and displayed at the Measurement Input dialog.
To set up the extension channels, use the Right and Left keys to select the
hardware for the given channel. For example, if you have current measurement
clamps, you can select the LINEAR INPUT. Then press the Enter key to
select the transducer. The following dialog will be displayed:
Fig. 3.11

EXTERNAL ADAPTER
CHAN:
1 OFF
2 OFF

11:50:34

DC-21
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The number of channels here may depend on the type of hardware you use for
extensions. For a 16 channels switch box, there will be 16 channels that can be
set up.
Here, select the channel using UpandDown keys and press theEnterto select
a transducer for the channel from the transducer list
Using theLeft and Rightkeys you can enable or disable the channel. Note
that only enabled channels can be selected further during measurements.
If you select a current clamp for the first channel, the following dialog will be
displayed:
Fig. 3.12

EXTERNAL ADAPTER

11:50:34

CHAN:
1 CURRENT CF34
2 OFF

10.000 MV/A

After finishing the external hardware setup, press theCancelbutton to leave this
dialog.
Fig. 3.13

MEASUREMENT INPUT

11:50:34

INPUT NAME
A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT
CHAN
A [ACCEL AP-40 ]
B [OFF ]
EXT.[LINEAR INPUT]

30.000 MV/G

[ADD]
The following dialog box may be displayed if you set up the measurement input
as was suggested. Here we can see that we have set up using channel A for
vibration measurements and we enabled external linear adapter that we are
planning to use for electric current measurements. Channel B is disabled in the
current configuration.
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Select the bottom command - this can beAddor Change depending on what
you are doing currently and press theEnter key
Now the catalog of the measurement inputs will look like this:
Fig. 3.14

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS

11:50:34

SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT

INPUT INFORMATION
A ACCEL AP-40
B OFF
EXT.LINEAR INPUT - CHANNELS 1(2)

The last string means that you are using only one of two available channels.
In this way, you can setup any type of measurement input configuration. All of
them will be displayed in the list.
To select one of the input configurations for measurements highlight it with the
UpandDown keys in the list, pressEnter button and use theSelectcommand
line of the local menu. Then press Cancel key to leave the measurements
catalog,and confirm changes in the confirmation dialog.
The DC-21 is ready for measurements.

DC-21
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3.1. DATA ACQUISITION
ACCORDING TO A ROUTE
The DC-21 data collector has a two-level route hierarchy: A route contains
machines, machines in turn contain measurement points. In this terminology, the
Machines are groups of measurement points, and Points are the specific
measurement locations in which measurements can be made by the DC-21. In
each of measurements, only one measurement result can be saved .
The routes are set up on the host computer with special software, for instance,
the Vibro12 program which is supplied with the DC-21, and then loaded to the
data collector via serial (RS-232) interface.
The loading of routes is described in details in the user manuals for the software.
Here we can note that to load a route to the data collector or make other data
exchange between data collector and host computer, you have to connect the
DC-21 and computer with the RS-232 cable, switch on the DC-21, choose
Data Transfercommand from the Main Menu, and press theEnterkey of the
analyzer. The control next is transferred to the host computer.
You can set additional measurement options using theMeasurement Options
command (Main menu - > Utilities -> Settings -> Measurement Options). The
command displays the screen as follows:
Fig. 3.15

MEASUREMENT OPTIONS

11:50:34

BATCH PROCESSING
WHOLE ROUTE
[OFF]
BY POINTS
[OFF]
FOR SPECTRUM:
PERCENTAGE OF READINGS TAKEN
[OFF]
MANUAL START FOR EACH MEASUREMENT[OFF]
SHOW SMALL MAGNITUDES
[OFF]
PHASE AND RUN-UP/COAST-DOWN
INDICATED POINT
[LIGHT]
HARDWARE INTEGRATOR
[ENABLED]
Using this screen, you may set several measurement options. Two batch
processing modes are available for the route measurement - if you select the
whole route batch processing, the DC-21 will sequentially make all measurements in the route automatically without interaction of the operator. It is possible
to use this mode in special cases when the 16-channel multiplexer is used and
all the accelerometers are mounted at the corresponding points prior to
measurements. Batch processing by points means that the DC-21 will make
all measurements set up for the selected measurement point with no interaction
of the operator. For example, if you need to measure RPM, autospectrum and
envelope spectrum in the measurement point, you press measure once and the
instrument will take all readings automatically for one point.
Other possible options will be described in the corresponding section on the
menu commands chapter.
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To make measurements according to a route, use theChoose Routecommand
from the Main Menu. Using this command, the list of routes currently loaded
in the data collector will be displayed. If no routes are loaded, you will see a
corresponding message.
Fig. 3.16

SELECT ROUTE FROM THE LIST: 11:50:34
MAP5

ROUTE:
STATION:

DRIVE

TASKS:
10
MEASURED: 0

While the route is selected, the information about it will be displayed on the
right for reference. Here:
Route
Station

Tasks
Measured

The name of a route.
A name of the machine group for which the route was created in the PC
software. Typically machines from only one machine group (called Station) can
be included into one Route for the DC-21 on the host computer.
The number of measurements set up in the whole route.
The number of measurement results already conducted stored for the route.
Select the route by the cursor buttons and press theEnter button to accept
choice.
The Route screen will be displayed:

Fig. 3.17

ROUTE:

[ TEST ]

11:50:34

NODE [ 1 ] OF 5
MACHINE: [ PUMP 12 ]
POINT: [ DRIVE END BRG ]
NOT MEASURED
FREQUENCY SPAN
BANDPASS FILTER
LINES
AVERAGES

1/3 OCT
1600
20

[MEASURE]

CHAN

200
10000

HZ
HZ
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Here you can select the route name and press the Enter key to view the
information for the route, select machine name and scroll machines in the current
route by theLeftorRightkeys. You can select the measurement point name
and scroll through points for the selected machine.
Select a node (measurement point) by the right and left buttons. After you have
prepared a measurement point on the machine and attached your transducer,
select the Measure command by theDown or Up keys and press the Enter
key. If a tachometer is mounted, you can view the signal from it in the
oscilloscope mode using theTachocommand.
The measurements will start. As a default the backlight will be switched off
during measurements. This is done to decrease the possible noise levels that can
be introduced by the backlight power supply circuits, but you can switch off this
option using Utilities menu commands.
If you selected Autorange, first the data collector will determine the appropriate
gain factor for a couple of seconds and then start data acquisition.
During measurements, you will see the averaged spectrum while the data set is
being acquired. At the top of the screen, you can see the number of the current
average and percentage of data acquired for the next average. After each
message PLOT, the spectrum will be updated.
After a measurement is made, the message DATA PROCESSING appears.
Once data processing is completed, a beep will be occur unless the beep has
been silenced.
You can pause measurements any time by pressing the Enter or Cancel
buttons. In this case the data collector will display the information on how many
averages are done and will suggest to choose whether to continue measurements or terminate them. Press theEnterkey to continue measurements or the
Cancel key to terminate them. In the later case, you can also save the
measurements results that you received.
After the measurements are done, the spectrum is displayed on the screen.
Here you can move the cursor by the left and right arrow buttons and read
cursor readings. Note that when you briefly press an arrow, the cursor will
move just one channel in the spectrum, if you hold the arrow down, the cursor
starts to move faster and faster.
Use the up arrow (á) to find a local maximum in the spectrum. In this mode, the
frequency and amplitude readings will be adjusted using the Hanning weighting
function features.
To leave the spectrum display screen, use theEnteror Cancelkeys. Next the
menu will be displayed where you can choose an option to save measured
spectrum, discard it, or return to spectrum display.
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Fig. 3.18

11:50:34
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULT

]

[EXIT

]

[RETURN TO SPECTRUM DISPLAY

]

[CHANGE DISPLAY SETTINGS

]

Choose the desired option with arrow buttons and pressEnter.
Now you are back in the route screen. You can select another node from the
route to take measurements.
Fig. 3.19

ROUTE:

TEST

11:50:34

NODE [ 1 ] OF 5
MACHINE: PUMP 12
POINT: 2
MEASURED 26-03-07 IN 20:41
FREQUENCY SPAN
BANDPASS FILTER
LINES
AVERAGES
[DISPLAY]

1/3 OCT

200 HZ
10000 HZ
1600
20

[MEASURE] [TACHO]

If you select a node that has been measured already, you can display the results
or do the measurement again. In the later case, the previous measurement will
be lost. Only one measurement for a node can be saved. To display the
spectrum, use the arrow buttons to choose theDisplaycommand and press the
Enter key. To repeat measurements use theMeasurecommand.
To leave the route for the Main menu, press theCancelbutton.
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3.2. OFF ROUTE MEASUREMENTS
This mode of operation turns the DC-21 data collector into a spectrum analyzer
which also provides the measurements of the time waveform, and overall level.
If the instrument is connecting to the tacho, (one pulse per revolution) you can
measure the running speed of the machine including its runup and coastdown
state as well as phase and amplitude at the selected frequency. You can set up
a measurement in field, make this measurement, analyze and save a spectrum
for downloading to the host PC.
To enter this mode, choose the Off Route command from the DC-21 Main
menu.
The Off Route Measurements screen will be displayed:
Fig. 3.20

OFF ROUTE MEASUREMENTS

11:50:34

[SPECTRA MEASUREMENT

]

[WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT

]

[OVERALL LEVEL ]
[SHAFT SPEED MEASUREMENT ]
[PHASE MEASUREMENT

]

[BROWSE (MEASUREMENTS: 1 )]

This enables you to select a type of measurements to be taken as well as view
the measurement data obtained. TheBrowse Measurements command provides you with the latter. It is not shown if no measurements have been made
yet.
3.2.1. SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS
Prior to set up spectral measurements, you may want to change the measurement options using the Measurement Options command (Main menu ->
Utilities -> Settings -> Measurement Options). That enables you to set batch
processing for the route measurement of the current measurement point,
viewing of the percentage of readings taken as well as of small magnitudes
usually excluded from the readings, and manual start for each spectral measurement.
After you select the Spectra Measurements from the Off Route menu, the
screen will be displayed as follows:
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Fig. 3.21

SPECTRA MEASUREMENT

#002

11:50:34

COMMENT:
FREQUENCY SPAN
BANDPASS FILTER
LINES
AVERAGES

[OCT/3]

[
200] HZ
[ 10000] HZ
[ 1600]
[
20]

ESTIMATED MEASUREMENT TIME
SCALE

[

20

S

LOG]

[NEXT]
Here you can set up a measurement and measure auto- or envelope spectrum.
Off route is designed as a special kind of route that does not have any machines
or points, but just measurements (nodes). You can set up any measurements
yourself in the field and save the results.
Comment

here you can enter any comments using alphanumeric keys of the DC-21.

Frequency span

full scale frequency for any type of the spectrum. Choose one of the values by
right and left arrows. The choice of parameters is 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800,
1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600 Hz.

Bandpass filter

band pass filter in the envelope detector. Using right or left arrows (34) set
it to Off value to measure autospectrum, to measure envelope spectrum choose
a 1/1-octave or 1/3-octave filter. The choices of the filter center frequency
available for 1/3-octave: 800, 1000, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3200, 4000,
5000, 6400, 8000, 10000, 12800, 16000, and 20000 Hz; for 1/1 octave: 50,
100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 8000, and 16000 Hz. If the
selected filter and the selected frequency span are not compatible, a warning
appears and measurements cannot be taken. The units of measure for envelope
spectrum may be in Volts or in acceleration, depending on the transducer
selection.

Lines

frequency resolution of the spectrum. By right or left arrow buttons (34)
select 400, 800 or 1600 lines. The more lines you choose, the better will be
the frequency resolution, but it will take more time to make measurements.

Averages

number of linear averages. It is recommended to set this number to at least 6
to 8 and the real recommended number is 16 to 20. This will guarantee
repeatable measurements. This is especially important when you make
measurements of signals that have significant random components such as all
envelope spectra.

Scale

Select the scale for data viewing from linear or logarithmic. In the latter case,
they can be dB of acceleration (dBA), of velocity (dBV), or displacement
(dBD). 1 m/s2, 1 mm/s, 1 mkm, and 1 V all equal 120 dB.
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After your selection is made, pressEntertwice to run theNext command. It
displays the second screen of the Spectra Measurements.
Fig. 3.22

SPECTRA MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

GAIN

[

AUTO ]

CHAN

[

A

TRANSDUCER

AP-40

]

30.000 MV/G

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[

G

]

INPUT

[

AC

]

[BACK]

[MEASURE]

[TACHO]

Gain

set Auto to make instrument autorange the preamplifiers. It takes a few
seconds, but the measurements become much more reliable. You can also set
the desired gain factor manually.

Chan

Here you can select the channel available in the current measurement input
configuration. Possible values depend on which channels are enabled but A and
B are the connectors in the top panel of the instrument and 1-16 are the channels
on the extension hardware. For your convenience, the DC-21 displays what
transducer is setup to be used on the chosen channel.

Measurement Units

allow you to select measurement units for the particular transducer. You can
select from acceleration units (G), and acceleration, velocity, or displacement
in metric or imperial units, and Volts. For envelope spectra, the units are just
acceleration, or Volts. If the transducer is an accelerometer and you choose
displacement measurement units like micrometers, the DC-21 will automatically use integrators. A single stage of hardware integration is available and up
to two stages of digital integration are available. If the analog (hardware)
integrator is enabled the Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options, then one
stage of analog integration will be used whenever the integrations are required.
If it is disabled, then only digital integrations will be used.

Input

You can choose AC or DC input. When DC is chosen, you can see the voltage
shift in the signal (DC component). If you select AC, the analog high pass filter
will be used to pre-filter the signal and you will see only the alternating
component of the signal. Input selection is not available if the hardware
integrator is enabled (Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options).
You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen. The Tacho
command allows you to view the tacho signal.
After you set all of the parameters, choose theMeasure command and press
the Enterbutton.
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The measurements will start. The offroute measurement process is the same as
one by routes. As default the backlight will be switched off during measurements. You can switch off this option using Utilities menu commands (see
section 4).
If you selected Autorange, first the data collector will determine appropriate
gain factor and then start data acquisition.
During measurements, you will see the averaged spectrum while the data are
acquired.
You can pause measurements any time by pressing the Enter or Cancel
buttons. In this case, the data collector will display you the information on how
many averages are done and will ask you to choose whether to continue
measurements or terminate them. Press theEnterkey to continue measurements or theCancelkey to terminate them. In the later case, you can also save
the measurements data currently obtained.
After the measurements are done, the spectrum is displayed on the screen.
Here you can move the cursor by using the left and right arrow buttons and read
cursor readings.
Note that when you briefly press an arrow, the cursor will move just one line
in the spectrum. If you hold arrow down, the cursor will start to move faster
and faster (over 8 lines at once). Use the Up key (5) to find local maximum
within the nearest 10 lines of the spectrum. In this case, the instrument uses the
hanning windowing function to find the precise frequency of the spectrum peak.
To change Y-axis scaling, use keys <4> and <9>. To zoom spectrum on the
X axis, use the <8> and <9> keys.
To leave spectrum display screen, use theEnteror Cancelbuttons. The next
menu will be displayed where you can choose an option to save measured
spectrum, discard it, or return to spectrum display.
Fig. 3.23

11:50:34
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

]

[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING

]

[RETURN TO GRAPH DISPLAY

]

SHAFT SPEED, HZ

[N/A ]

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[G

]

SCALE

[LOG ]
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The menu contains the commands as follows:
Save Measurement
Results

Exit without Saving
Return to Graph Display

Saves measurement data and goes to the Spectra Measurement screen. If there
is not memory enough, a warning appears. Press then any key that brings you
to the Main menu. Unload the data to the host PC and delete all routes in the
memory of the DC-21 using theDelete All Routescommand from the Utilities
menu.
Goes to the Spectra Measurement screen. The last data is lost.
This is used to view the graph of the spectral data.

Shaft Speed

If the tacho is used that is connected to the DC-21, the DC-21 automatically
analyzes changes in the running speed of a machine during the measurement
process. If the speed variance is within 1.5%, the speed value will be displayed
on the screen and then transferred to the PC. If the speed is over this range or
the tacho is not connected to the DC-21, the 'not measured' will be shown. In
the latter case, you may enter the value with the DC-21 keypad.

Measurement Units

allows you to select other measurement units and go back to the spectra graph.

Scale

allows you to select the units for data reviewing from linear or logarithmic ones.
In the latter case, they can be dB in acceleration (dBA), velocity (dBV), or
displacement (dBD).
Choose the desired option with arrow buttons and pressEnter.
The Cancelbutton brings you back to the spectra graph.
The Save Measurement Results command brings you to the Spectra Measurement screen for the next measurement.
Any offroute measurement data you may view after by using the Browse
Measurementcommand from the Off Route menu. You may change the units
of spectral representation before viewing data.
Now you are back in the off route screen.
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3.2.2. TIME WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS
This mode of operation turns the DC-21 data collector into an oscilloscope.
You can analyze the time signal including the envelope time domain data.
To enter this mode, choose theWaveform Measurementcommand from the
Off Route Measurements menu.
It displays the first Waveform Measurement screen.
Fig. 3.24

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

COMMENT
NUMBER OF SAMPLES

[

1000]

SAMPLING FREQUENCY

[

4096] HZ

BANDPASS FILTER

[ 10000] HZ

[OCT/3]

MEASUREMENT DURATION

244 MS

[ NEXT ]

Here you can set up waveform measurements including envelope time domain
measurements. Choose one of the values by right and left arrows.
Comment

here you can enter any comments using alphanumeric keys of the DC-21.

Number of Samples

Select the desired number from the choices of 200, 400, 1000, 2000, or 4000.

Sampling Frequency

Sampling frequency is the number of points of time signal acquired per second.
It is equal to 2.56 times the upper cutoff of the spectral measurements.
Sampling Frequency

Spectrum

64 Hz

0 - 25 Hz;

128 Hz

0 - 50 Hz;

256 Hz

0 - 100 Hz;

512 Hz

0 - 200 Hz;

1024 Hz

0 - 400 Hz;

2048 Hz

0 - 800 Hz;

4096 Hz

0 - 1600 Hz;

8192 Hz

0 - 3200 Hz;

16384 Hz

0 - 6400 Hz;

32768 Hz

0 - 12800 Hz;

65536 Hz

0 - 25600 Hz
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Bandpass filter

band pass filter in the envelope detector. Set it to the Off value to measure raw
time domain data or choose a bandpass filter from the available ones to measure
envelope data. Take into consideration that the value must be compatible with
the sampling rate value.
Central frequency
of the bandpass filter

Frequency range
for sampling rate

1/3-octave filters
800 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 1250 Hz

64-1024 Hz;

1600 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 2500 Hz

64-2048 Hz;

3200 Hz, 4000 Hz, and 5000 Hz

128-4096 Hz;

6400 Hz, 8000 Hz, and 10000 Hz

256-8192 Hz;

12800 Hz, 16000 Hz, and 20000 Hz

512-16384 Hz.

1/1-octave filters

Measurement Duration

50 Hz

64-128 Hz;

100 Hz

64-256 Hz;

200 Hz

64-512 Hz;

400 Hz

64-1024 Hz;

800 Hz

64-2048 Hz;

1600 Hz

64-4096 Hz;

3200 Hz

64-8192 Hz;

6400 Hz

64-16384 Hz;

12800 Hz

64-32768 Hz;

8000 Hz

512-16384 Hz;

16000 Hz

1024-32768 Hz.

depending on the sampling frequency and number of samples, the instrument
displays how long it will take to make this measurement. This figure is just for
your reference.
After you have selected all desired settings, select Next. This displays the
second screen of the Waveform Measurements setup.
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Fig. 3.25

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

GAIN

[

AUTO ]

CHAN

[

A

TRANSDUCER

AP-40

]

30.000 MV/G

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[

G

]

INPUT

[

AC

]

[BACK]

[MEASURE]

[TACHO]

Gain

set Auto to make instrument autorange the preamplifierswhich takes a couple
of seconds, but the measurements become much more reliable or you can set
the desired gain factor manually.

Chan

Here you can select the channel available in the current measurement input
configuration. Possible values depend on what channels are enabled but A and
B are the connectors in the top panel of the instrument and 1-16 are the channels
on the extension hardware. For your convenience, the DC-21 displays what
transducer is setup to be used at the chosen channel.

Measurement Units

allow you to select measurement units for the particular transducer. You can
select from acceleration units (G), acceleration, velocity, or displacement in
metric or imperial units, and Volts. For envelope spectra, only of acceleration
or Volts are available. If the transducer is an accelerometer and you choose
displacement measurement units like micrometers, the DC-21 will automatically use integrators. One stage of hardware integration is available and up to
two stages of digital integrations are available. If the analog (hardware)
integrator is enabled in the Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options then one
stage of analog integration will be used whenever integrations are required. If
it is disabled, then only digital integrations will be used.

Input

You can choose AC or DC input. When DC is chosen you can see the voltage
shift in the signal (DC component). If you select the AC, the analog high pass
filter will be used to pre-filter the signal and you will see only the alternating
component of the signal. Input selection is not available if the hardware
integrator is enabled (Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options).
You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen. The Tacho
command allows you to view the tacho signal.
After you set all parameters, choose the Measure command and press the
Enterbutton.
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The measurements will start. The off-route measurement process is the same
as one by routes. As the default, the backlight will be switched off during
measurements. You can switch off this option using Utilities menu commands
(see section 4).
If you selected Autorange, first the data collector will determine the appropriate
gain factor and then start data acquisition.
After the measurement is done, the time wave form is displayed on the screen.
Here you can move cursor by the left and right arrow buttons and read cursor
point values. Note that when you briefly press an arrow key the cursor will
move just one point in the graph. If you hold an arrow key down, the cursor
starts to move faster and faster.
Use theEnterkey to get the help screen for other key functions and the signal
statistics: Maximum amplitude, Minimum amplitude, number of overloaded
points of positive halfwave and negative halfwaveone. If you want to return to
the plot screen, pressEnter.
You may use the control keys for the time waveform display as follows:
34

Cursor movement

3, 5

Fast cursor movement

56

Amplitude axis scrolling

4, 9

Amplitude axis scaling

8, 0

Time axis scaling

PressEnter to display the next screen.
Fig. 3.26

11:50:34
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULT

]

[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING]
[RETURN TO GRAPH DISPLAY

]

MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE

197.82 MV

MINIMUM MAGNITUDE

-185.37 MV

SHAFT SPEED, HZ

[ 49.8]

The shown are the following:
Maximum Magnitude

indicates the maximal positive value within a signal.
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Minimum Magnitude
Shaft Speed

indicates the minimal negative value within a signal.
If the tacho is used that is connected to the DC-21, the DC-21 analyzes
automatically changes in the running speed of a machine during the measurement
process. If the speed variance is within 1.5%, the speed value will be displayed
on the screen and then transferred to the PC. If the speed is over the range, or
the tacho is not connected to the DC-21, the 'not measured' will be shown. In
the latter case you may enter the value with the DC-21 keypad.

Save Measurement Results Saves measurement data and goes to the Waveform Measurement screen. If
no memory enough, the warning appears. Press then any key that brings you to
the Main menu. Unload the data to the host PC and delete all routes in the
memory of the DC-21 using theDelete All Routescommand from the Utilities
menu.
Exit without Saving

Just goes to the Waveform Measurement screen. The last data is lost.

3.2.3. OVERALL LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
The overall level measurements are taken to estimate the overall magnitude
within a specified frequency range in the specified measurement units.
To measure, select the Overall Level item from the Off Route Measurement
menu. It displays the Overall Level Measurement screen.
Fig. 3.27

OVERALL LEVEL

11:50:34

COMMENT
ANALYSIS BAND

[5-500 HZ]

NUMBER OF SAMPLES

[

10]

DETECTOR

[

RMS]

SCALE

[LIN]
[ NEXT ]

Make the following settings:
Comment
Analysis Band

here you can enter any comments using alphanumeric keys of the DC-21.
Specify the frequency range in which each the overall level will be measured.
The choices are: 2-200 Hz, 3-300 Hz, 5-500 Hz, 2-1000 Hz, 10-1000 Hz, 102000 Hz, 10-5000 Hz, 5-10 kHz, 10-25 kHz.
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Number of Samples

The number of samples for a measurement (from 1 to 200). You can break the
measurement process before this number is completed.

Detector

The detector that determine how the measurement is made. Detector types
used in overall vibration measurements are Peak, Peak-to-Peak, Crest factor,
and RMS. Note that DC-21 uses true peak readings which means that the
reading is taken as a maximum value of the magnitude in the time domain
recording and not calculated from RMS value multiplied by the square root of
two.

Scale

Select the units for data viewing from linear or logarithmic ones.
After your selection is made, pressEntertwice to run theNextcommand. This
displays the second screen of the Overall Level screen.

Fig. 3.28

OVERALL LEVEL

11:50:34

GAIN

[

AUTO ]

CHAN

[

A

TRANSDUCER

AP-40

]

30.000 MV/G

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[

G

]

INPUT

[

AC

]

[BACK]

[MEASURE]

[TACHO]

Gain

set Auto to make instrument autorange the preamplifiers. It takes a few
seconds, but the measurements become much more reliable or you can set the
desired gain factor manually.

Chan

Here you can select the channel available in the current measurement input
configuration. Possible values depend on what channels are enabled, but A and
B are the connectors in the top panel of the instrument and 1-16 are the channels
on the extension hardware. For your convenience, the DC-21 displays what
transducer is setup to be used at the chosen channel.

Measurement Units

allow you to select measurement units for the particular transducer. You can
select from acceleration units (G), or acceleration, velocity, or displacement in
metric or imperial units, and Volts. For envelope spectra, the available units are
acceleration, or Volts. If the transducer is an accelerometer and you choose
displacement measurement units like micrometers, the DC-21 will automatically use integrators. One stage of hardware integrations is available and up to
two stages of digital integrations are available. If the analog (hardware)
integrator is enabled in the Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options, then
one stage of analog integration will be used whenever the integration are
required. If it is disabled, then only digital integrations will be used.
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Input

You can choose AC or DC input. When DC is chosen, you can see the voltage
shift in the signal (DC component). If you select the AC, the analog high pass
filter will be used to pre-filter the signal and you will see only the alternating
component of the signal. Input selection is not available if the hardware
integrator is enabled (Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options).
You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen. The Tacho
command allows you to view the tacho signal.
After you set all parameters, choose the Measure command and press the
Enterbutton.
The measurements will start. The offroute measurement process is the same as
one by routes. As a default, the backlight will be switched off during
measurements. You can switch off this option using Utilities menu commands
(see section 4).
If you selected Autorange, first the data collector will determine appropriate
gain factor and then start data acquisition.
During a measurement, the screen will be shown to control the measurement
process.

Fig. 3.29

OVERALL LEVEL MEASUREMENT
ACCELERATION RMS

54.10

E-6 G

11:50:34
# 10

CURRENT VALUE

55.03
[STOP]

Shown are measurement settings, the current value, and averaged value of the
overall level.
While a measurement is stopped, the Continue command is added to the
screen to provide you with measurement continuation.
If you select theStopcommand secondly, the current measurement is terminated.
After the measurement is complete, the screen appearance will be changed as
follows.
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Fig. 3.30

OVERALL LEVEL MEASUREMENT
ACCELERATION RMS

E-6 G

54.90

11:50:34
# 10

PEAK
220.9 E-6 G
PEAK-PEAK425.7 E-6 G
PEAK-FACT4.023 E-6 G
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULTS]
[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING]

The final value of the selected scale factor is shown as well as of different
detectors. To exit the screen with or without saving measurement results, use
the two buttons at the bottom of the screen.
3.2.4 SHAFT SPEED MEASUREMENT
You can use the DC-21 to measure running speed of a machine independently
of the data you may get during spectral and waveform measurements. This
allows you to take measurements without any limitations using a photoelectric
sensor (one pulse per revolution) such as the VAST FD-2. You may hold it by
hand or fix it with a tripod. While using a FD-2, you may not need any reference
mark to be placed on the rotor as the sensor targets automatically for the
maximum reflecting spot.
To measure, select the Shaft Speed Measurement item from the Off Route
Measurements menu. This displays the Shaft Speed Measurement screen.
Fig. 3.31

SHAFT SPEED MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

COMMENT
MEASUREMENT UNITS

[HZ]

AVERAGES

[15]

[ MEASURE ]

[ TACHO ]

The first shown is the ordinal number of the measurement (NODE). The screen
enables you to make settings from
Comment

here you can enter any comments using alphanumeric keys of the DC-21.
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Measurement Units
Averages

Select from RPM or Hz.
number of linear averages. We recommend setting this number to at least 68 and the recommended number is 16-20. This will guarantee more repeatable
measurements.
You can view the signal from tacho in the oscilloscope mode using theTacho
command. After you set all parameters, choose theMeasurecommand and
press theEnterbutton.
This displays the Shaft Rotating Speed screen. Each measurement consist of
a series of readings.
You can break the measurement any time you want by using theStopcommand.

Fig. 3.32

SHAFT ROTATING SPEED

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT: 3
SHAFT SPEED, RPM
AVERAGE: 3920
CURRENT: 3935
<THIS LINE IS FOR MESSAGES>
[ STOP ]

This screen enables you set the parameters as follows:
Measurement

The number of the current reading. Erroneous readings, which are accompanied by warnings, are not taken into account.

Average

Average speed from the current reading. Only stable readings without
messages are taken into account.

Current

The speed by the last reading. It is shown regardless of measurement stability.

Messages

In the screen there is a line for messages. The possible messages are listed
below.

Messages
No signal from tacho

Check whether the tacho is powered or not. If powered, then change the
transducer position (it is either too far from the rotating surface, or not aimed
correctly).

Unstable Speed

there is a noise (steady or random) added to one pulse per revolution. Change
the tacho position, usually moving it farther from the rotor.
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Since theStop command is always available during a measuring, just press
Enter. The message "The measurement is stopped" appears, and theNext
command will be added at the bottom. You may repeat the measurement using
the Startcommand.
To go back to the previous screen, stop the measurement with Cancel and
press Previous.
PressingNextbrings you to the screen as follows:
Fig. 3.33

11:50:34
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

]

[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING

]

MEASUREMENT UNITS
SHAFT SPEED

[RPM ]

3920

The screen enables you to save the measurement data into the instrument
memory for further transferring to PC. If there is not enough memory, a warning
appears. Press then any key to go to the Main menu. Unload the data to the
host PC and delete all routes in the memory of the DC-21 using theDelete All
Routescommand from the Utilities menu.
You may also exit without saving results.
Choose the desired option with arrow buttons and pressEnter.
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3.2.5. PHASE MEASUREMENT
This mode of operation enables you to make measurements of amplitude and
phase of the vibration components on the harmonics of rotation speed. To
measure these parameters, you have to attach a photo probe to the machine and
connect it to the TACHO input on the top panel of the DC-21. In the instrument,
there is an power supply for this sensor in the DC-21.
To enter Phase Measurements mode, choose the Phase Measurement
command from the Off Route menu (Main menu> Off Route > Phase
Measurement).
The Phase Measurement screen will be displayed:
Fig. 3.34

PHASE MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

COMMENT:
HARMONIC #

[

1]

AVERAGES

[

AUTO]

VARIANCE

[

75%]

DETECTOR TYPE

[

RMS]

SHAFT SPEED

[

RPM]

[NEXT]
Here you can set the following parameters:
Comment

here you can enter any comments using alphanumeric keys of the DC-21.

Harmonic #

set using the right or left keys, the number of the rotation speed harmonic for
which the measurement will be done. To measure amplitude and phase for the
rotation speed, set # 1.

Averages

select the number of linear averages by using the right or left keys (34) or by
using the alphanumeric keys. You can also use AUTO averaging. In this case,
the measurements will be stopped automatically after the measurement variance
is within the specified level.

Variance

select the target variance by using the right or left keys (34) or using the
alphanumeric keys. If the averages are set to AUTO, the measurements will be
stopped after the target variance is obtained. When you take a measurement,
always pay attention to the variance level. If variance is more than 100%, the
measurement result is not reliable and should not be used for example in
balancing calculations.
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Detector

select by using the right or left keys, the detector type to be used for amplitude
representation: RMS (root mean square), Peak, Peak to Peak. Note that DC21 uses a true peak detector, not just RMS multiplied by the square root of two.

Shaft Speed

set by using the right or left keys whether the shaft speed will be displayed in Hz
or RPM (revolutions per minute).
To continue, choose the Next command and press the Enter button. The
following screen will be displayed:

Fig. 3.35

PHASE MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

GAIN

[

AUTO ]

CHAN

[

A

TRANSDUCER

AP-40

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[BACK]

]

30.000 MV/G
[

[MEASURE]

G

]

[TACHO]

Gain

set Auto to make instrument autorange the preamplifiers. It takes a few
seconds, but the measurements become much more reliable or you can set the
desired gain factor manually.

Chan

Here you can select the channel available in the current measurement input
configuration. Possible values depend on what channels are enabled, but A and
B are the connectors in the top panel of the instrumentand 1-16 are the channels
on the extension hardware. For your convenience, the DC-21 displays what
transducer is setup to be used at the selected channel.

Measurement Units

allow you to select measurement units for the particular transducer. You can
select from acceleration units (G), or acceleration, velocity, or displacement in
metric or imperial units, or Volts. For envelope spectra, only acceleration or
Volts are available. If the transducer is an accelerometer and you choose
displacement measurement units like micrometers, the DC-21 will automatically use integrators. One stage of hardware integration is available and up to
two stages of digital integration are available. If the analog (hardware)
integrator is enabled in the Utilities->Settings->Measurement Options, then
one stage of analog integration will be used whenever integrations is required.
If it is disabled, then only digital integration will be used.
You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen. The Tacho
command allows you to view the tacho signal.
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After you set all parameters, choose the Measure command and press the
Enterbutton.
Fig. 3.36

PHASE MEASUREMENT

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT NO

2

CURRENT SHAFT SPEED

1497 RPM

AMPLITUDE RMS

1.2 G

PHASE

123 DEGREE

VARIANCE

62%
[STOP]

This screen shows measurement readings and the next parameters.
Measurement No
Current speed
Amplitude
Phase
Variance

Number of averages made till now.
The actual rotation speed reading from the tacho probe
Averaged amplitude value
Averaged phase value
Variance of phase readings from average to another average.
To stop the measurement, pressEnterbutton for theStopcommand is chosen.
The measurement process will stop automatically as soon as the specified
variance will be obtained or when the number of averages exceeds 100.
The DC-21 may present error or warning messages such as “No synchronization” - when the signal from tacho probe is bad or absent, etc.
If you stop the measurements, you can repeat them using theRepeatcommand
or press theCancelbutton to return to the first Phase measurement menu where
you can setup another phase measurement.
The phase measurement results are not saved in the DC-21 in this version of the
firmware.
To leave the phase measurements mode, press theCancel button until you will
return to the DC-21 Main Menu.
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3.2.6. VIEWING MEASURED DATA
To view collected off-route measurement data, select theBrowse Measurementscommand from the Off Route menu. The number near the command
indicates how many off-route measurements are collected. The command
won't be shown if no data have been taken.
The command first shows measurement setups. For a spectral measurement,
it will be as follows:
Fig. 3.37

OFF ROUTE MEASUREMENTS
NODE
2 OF 5 (SPECTRA)
COMMENT: BRG12 DRIVE END
POINT: #002
MEASURED 07-06-2006 AT 14:20
FREQUENCY SPAN
BANDPASS FILTER
OCT/3
LINES
AVERAGES
ESTIMATED MEASUREMENT TIME
MEASUREMENT UNITS
[DISPLAY]

11:50:34

CHAN: A
200 HZ
100000 HZ
1600
10
20S
DB(A)

To select the measurement result for display, set the cursor to the Node field
and use keys34 for selection.
For a time waveform measurement, shown will be Number of Samples,
Sampling Frequency, Bandpass Filter, Measurement Duration.
For an overall measurement, it would be Analysis Band, Number of Samples,
Detector (scale factors), Measurement Units.
For a phase measurement: Measurement No, Current Shaft Speed, Amplitude
units, Phase (degrees), and Variance (that causes the measurement process to
be interrupted automatically).
To view the measurement, use theDisplaycommand. The spectrum or other
measured data will be displayed on the screen.
You can move the cursor using the left and right arrow buttons and read cursor
readings.
Note that when you briefly press an arrow, the cursor will move one line in the
spectrum; if you hold arrow down, the cursor will start to move faster and faster
(over 8 lines at once). Use the Upkey (5) to find local maximum within nearest
10 lines of the spectrum. In this case, the instrument uses the hanning windowing
function to find the precise frequency of the spectrum peak.
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To change Y-axis scaling, use keys <4> and <9>. To zoom spectrum on the
X axis use the <8> and <9> keys.
PressEnterif you want to change the Scale or Measurement Units settings.
Fig. 3.38

11:50:34
[QUIT

]

[RETURN TO GRAPH DISPLAY ]
SHAFT SPEED, HZ

49.86

MEASUREMENT UNITS

[G]

SCALE

[LOG]

The similar screens are shown for the other types of measurement.
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3.3. LOADING ROUTES, UNLOADING DATA
There are two ways to establish communication with DC-21. One is the direct
cable connection and another is via telephone line using a modem.
To load a route or unload measured data to the host computer via direct cable
connection, you should:
1. switch off the data collector,
2. connect the data collector to the computer with a RS-232 cable,
3. switch on the data collector;
ATTENTION!

it is strongly recommended to work only from internal batteries on the
DC-21 during communication sessions with the host PC.
6. use the Data Transfercommand from the DC-21 Main Menu.
As soon as you press the Enter key on the Data Transfer command, the
control will be transferred to the host PC. Note, to establish communication you
should properly configure the RS-232 ports on the computer and the DC-21.
The baud rates on both DC-21 and PC should be the same.
The direct cable connection is set up when, in the RS-232 Setup screen (Main
menu -> Utilities -> Settings -> RS-232 setup), you select the EXTERNAL
MODEM - OFF

Fig. 3.39

RS-232 SETUP
BAUD RATE:
[57600]
BARCODE:
[
EXTERNAL MODEM - OFF

11:50:34

]

After the communication session is over and you press any key, the main menu
will be displayed.
To load a route or unload measured data to the host computer via modem and
phone line, you should
1. switch off the data collector,
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2. connect the data collector to the computer or modem with a RS-232 cable,
3. connect the modem to the telephone network;
4. switch on the data collector;
5. switch on the modem;
ATTENTION!

it is strongly recommended to work only from internal batteries on the
DC-21 during communication sessions with the host PC.
6. use the Data Transfer command from the DC-21 Main Menu.
As soon as you press theEnter key on theData Transfercommand, the DC21 will dial the telephone number specified in the RS-232 ports setup.
While communicating via modem, make settings at the RS-232 Setup screen
(Main menu -> Utilities -> Settings -> RS-232 setup).

Fig. 3.40

RS-232 SETUP

11:50:34

BAUD RATE:
[57600]
BARCODE:
[]
EXTERNAL MODEM - ON
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
[116
]
INITIALIZATION: [AT&R27K0 ]
DIAL TYPE:
[TONE]
REDIAL AFTER, SEC:
[10]

First, set the External Modem to ON. It displays the rest of settings which you
need to configure: target telephone number, initialization line for the modem, dial
type, and redial period,
After the communication session is over and you press any key, the main menu
will be displayed.
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3.4. DELETING ROUTES
Once you have loaded a route into DC-21, it will remain there until you delete
it with a special command. To delete a route, enter the Utility menu using the
Utilitycommand from the DC-21 Main Menu. The following screen will be
displayed:
Fig. 3.41

UTILITIES

11:50:34

[SETTINGS

]

[DELETE ROUTE

]

[CALIBRATION

]

[ABOUT THE DC-21

]

Choose the Delete Route command and press the Enter key. The Delete
Route menu will be displayed:
Fig. 3.42

DELETE ROUTE

11:50:34

[DELETE SINGLE ROUTE

]

[DELETE ALL ROUTES

]

[EXIT

]

Use the Delete Single Route to delete a selected route from the list of loaded
routes. By using this command, the list of routes is displayed on the screen.
Select any one using theUp/Downbuttons and pressEnterto delete the route.
Note

The list of routes contains also the Offroute line to enables you to delete
offroute measurements.
To cancel operation, press theCancelbutton.
Once you have pressedEnterto delete a route, the following dialog will be
displayed:
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Fig. 3.43

DELETE ROUTE

"ROUTE1"

11:50:34

DELETE:
[ROUTES AND DATA

]

[ONLY DATA

]

[CANCEL

]

Here you can choose one of the commands:
Routes and Data
Data Only
Cancel
Note

using this command, the route will be deleted along with all measured data.
using this command, only the measured data will be deleted from the DC-21
memory and the route will be reset to the no measured data state.
leads you to the previous dialog with no actions made.
Using theDelete Single Routecommand. the route is deleted only from the
list of routes in the DC-21. The memory is not freed by this operation. The
memory can be freed only with the deletion of all routes by the Delete All
Routes command. The amount of memory occupied by the deleted routes
and data are presented on the DC-21 start up window in the “Memory:
- deleted files” line.
To delete all routes in the memory of the DC-21, use the Delete All Routes
command. It will ask you whether to delete routes together with data or only
measured data. Select a deletion option and press theEnterbutton.

Fig. 3.44

MEMORY CLEANING REQUEST

11:50:35

SOME PART OF MEMORY IS WASTED BY DELETED
DATA. THE MEMORY CLEANING PROCEDURE CAN
UNLOCK IT, INCREASING AMOUNT OF FREE
MEMORY.
MEMORY FREE, KB: 3622
MEMORY WASTED, KB: 13
THIS OPERATION CAN LAST SEVERAL MINUTES.
CLEAN MEMORY NOW?
[ YES ] [ NO ]
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PressingYesstarts the process and displays the Memory Cleaning screen with
the memory statistics and process bar.
On completion, the message appears at the bottom of the Memory Cleaning
screen as follows:

| Memory cleaning successfully completed.
| Memory free now : 3635 K
| Press any key to continue
Do not press theOff button during the cleanup process.
Attention!

If instrument is interrupted during the cleanup process (for instance, the
battery is discharged), memory damage may occur along with a loss of all
data.

Attention!

If residual defragmentation occurs and the instrument says that saving
new data is not possible after memory cleanup, reload the firmware.
Press theCancelbutton to exit the Delete Route screen to the Utilities menu.
One more Cancel button press returns you to the DC-21 Main menu.
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4. SETTINGS AND UTILITIES
The DC-21 has a number of options and settings that you can change using the
Utilities submenu.
Choose theUtilitiescommand from the DC-21 Main menu. It displays the
Utilities screen as follows:
Fig. 4.1

UTILITIES

11:50:34

[SETTINGS

]

[DELETE ROUTE

]

[CALIBRATION

]

[ABOUT THE DC-21

]

The Utilities menu contains a number of commands. The Delete Route
command was described in the previous section of this manual. All other
commands are described below.
To exit Utilities menu, press theCancelbutton.
4.1. CALIBRATION
This command is used for the calibration of the internal preamplifiers. The DC21 includes an internal signal generator that is used to measure the actual
parameters of the analog circuits of the instrument and save calibration
constants and DC offset for each of the gain factors in the memory. These
factors are used to introduce proper corrections in the digital signal processing
routines.
Using this command the DC-21 makes self calibration, displays results on the
screen and saves them. When the “Calibration Complete” message appears on
the screen, press any button to get back to the Utilities menu.
We recommend that calibration be performed on a regular basis, especially if
environmental conditions are changed.
4.2. ABOUT THE DC-21
This command displays the copyright and version information for the firmware.
Press theCancelkey to return to the Utilities menu.
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4.3. SETTINGS
This command guides you to the next Settings menu which allows you to
customize the DC-21 for ease of operation.
Fig. 4.2

SETTINGS

11:50:34

[TIME/DATE

]

[RS-232 SETUP

]

[POWER SUPPLY

]

[DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD

]

[MEASUREMENT OPTIONS

]

[INPUT PARAMETERS

]

To select any command, use UporDown arrow (56) buttons; to execute the
selected command, pressEnterkey; to exit this menu, pressCancelbutton.
4.3.1. TIME AND DATE SETTINGS
This command is used to set the internal clock of the DC-21. The command
displays the following screen.
Fig. 4.3

SET TIME/DATE

11:50:34

HOURS
MINUTES
SECONDS

[15]
[29]
[00]

DATE
MONTH
YEAR

[ 20]
[JUNE]
[2006]

DAY OF WEEK

[WEDNESDAY]

To set a value in the field, select the field with the Up or Down buttons and set
the desired value by the RightorLeft buttons. To accept settings, press the
Enterbutton; to cancel changes and exit this screen, press theCancelbutton.
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4.3.2. RS-232 SETUP
This command is used to setup the communication port of the DC-21. Using
this command, the following screen is displayed:
Fig. 4.4

RS-232 SETUP

11:50:34

BAUD RATE:
BARCODE:

[57600]
[BARCODE READER TEST]

EXTERNAL MODEM

[OFF]

TELEPHONE NUMBER:
INITIALIZATION
DIAL TYPE
REDIAL AFTER, SEC

[ -]
[ATZ ]
[TONE]
[ 1]

Here you can set the baud rate for the direct communication with the host
computer or via an external modem and set modem parameters.
To set a value in the field, select the field with the Up orDown buttons (56)
and set the desired value by the Right or Left buttons (34). To accept
settings, press theEnterbutton. To cancel them and exit this screen, press the
Cancelbutton.
TheBarcodeline is used to test the barcode reader that can be attached to the
serial port. Select this line and scan a barcode. The scanned characters will be
displayed in the test line. The barcode can be used to identify measurement
points or enter comments, etc.
The last four lines of the screen are displayed after you set the External Modem
to ON to enable a modem connection.
Telephone number Enter here the number of the telephone which is
connected to the modem of the remote computer. Waiting pauses for longdistance calls (beeps) are indicated by W (short for 'wait'). For instance,
8W0953636857. If you need to dial a local number before you can get the
long-distance line, enter also W between them.
For instance, the local number is 88, and the target number is 8 (622) 229-7382. The input will be [88W8W6222297382].
Initialization Enter a set of commands for modem initialization. They have
to be delimited with a ampersand sign &.
1. AT is the common beginning of the commands.
2. Set default settings. It's useful if the modem has been operated with another
system.
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3. Data flow is off, the control over the data flow is not used.
For modems of different types, the signature may shown different. Refer to the
Flow Control section of your modem's manual.
For example, for USR modems, the initialization line will be as [AT&I0&H0]
while for the IDC modems, it would be [AT&F2&K0].
Dial Type
the type of dial (either pulse or tone) is depending upon your
telephone network (refer to the documentation on your local net).
Redial after, s Set an interval for a redial attempt if the line is busy or the
connection is broken.
To enter characters from the keypad, use alphanumeric buttons. Each
numerical button can produce four characters on a multiple press aside from the
number itself.
1 - A, B, C, !
2 - D, E, F, @
3- G, H, I, *
4 - J, K, L, ?
5 - M, N, O;
6 - P, Q, R, ^
7 - S, T, U, &
8 - V, W, X,
9 - Y, Z, /, <
0 - _, #, &, >
When you press different buttons, the text cursor is automatically moved. If you
press the same button, use button4 to proceed. Button3 can be used to delete
the last entered character.
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4.3.3. POWER SUPPLY SETUP
This command is used to setup the power management features of the DC-21.
Using this command, the following screen is displayed:
Fig. 4.5

POWER MANAGEMENT

11:50:34

AUTO SHUT DOWN, MIN:
AMPLIFIERS SWITCH OFF:

[20]
[ON]

[BATTERY MONITORING]
INITIAL CAPACITY, MAH
ACTUAL

1700
[1660]

BATTERY INDICATOR SETTING
WARNING LEVEL
DISPLAY ALWAYS
DISPLAY WHILE CHARGING
DISPLAY TIME AND BATTERY

[25%]
[NO]
[NO]
[NO]

OPERATING TIME, HOURS

5.7

Here you can set:
Auto Shut Down delay

the period after which the DC-21 should shut down automatically if no buttons
have been pressed or no action is done. Prior to this, the instrument will make
beeps, save all data, and finally shuts down.

Amplifiers Switch Off

this option enables analog circuits to be switched off between measurements.
When this option is enabled, the power consumption decreases significantly. At
the same time, the external power lines are switched off as well. These voltages
may be needed to power external adapters such as for the ICP transducer that
may cause transient processes during the beginning of measurements. Refer to
the manuals for the adapters for reference.

Note:

The time delay between starting measurements and the start of data
acquisition is 1 second by default, but can be set up in the transducers
configuration. If your accelerometer has greater transition times, you
have to disable this option. In this case, the accelerometer will be fed with
current as soon as you switch on the DC-21 and will be always ready for
measurements.

Battery monitoring

You can use this command to access the detailed information about the battery
currently installed in your DC-21. The battery has its own controller that
monitores the voltage, current consumption, temperature, time of battery usage
as well as its charge level and serial number.

Initial Capacity

the specified capacity of the battery installed in the instrument in mAh (milliampere -hour).
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Actual Capacity

the capacity of the battery measured during last battery charge. When the actual
capacity of the battery decreases dramatically you can consider replacing the
battery due to its ageing.

Warning level

for your convenience, the DC-21 can present a warning message on the screen
when the charge of battery drops to the specified level in percentage of full
charge.

Display always

select YES to always display the battery charge in the upper right corner of the
display instead of time indication. Otherwise, the charge level will be displayed
only at low levels.

Display while charging

select YES to display the battery charge in the upper right corner of the display
during charging of the DC-21.

Display time and battery

if YES, the DC-21 will simultaneously display a time indicator and battery
charge in the upper right corner of the screen..
To set a value in the field, select the field with theUp or Down buttons and set
the desired value by the RightorLeft buttons. To accept settings, press the
Enter button, to cancel them and exit this screen, press theCancelbutton.

4.3.4. DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD SETUP
This command is used to setup the display contrast (on the display types that
supports this operation), backlight settings and keyboard ones. By this command the following screen is displayed:
Fig. 4.6

DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD SETTINGS

11:50:34

BACKLIGHT AUTO SWITCH OFF, MIN

[5]

BACKLIGHT AFTER POWER ON

[OFF]

BACKLIGHT DURING MEASUREMENT

[OFF]

SOUND ON KEY PRESS

[ON ]

SOUND ON END OF OPERATION

[ON ]

Here you can make the following settings:
Backlight
Auto Switch Off
Backlight
After Power On

the time delay after which the backlight if it was on switches off if no buttons are
pressed. This feature saves batteries.
the default setting of backlight. When this option is set on, the instrument
automatically switches backlight on after powering.
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Backlight
During Measurements
Sound On Key Press
Sound On End
of Operation

when this option is on, the backlight will not be switched off during measurements. As the default, the backlight is switched off which saves battery life.
this option is used to enable beeps for each key press.
this option enables the DC-21 to play a sound on the end of measurement, data
transfer, or other operations that may take a long period of time.
To set a value in the field select the field with theUp or Downbuttons and set
the desired value by theRightor Leftbuttons. To accept settings, press the
Enterbutton, to cancel them and exit this screen, press theCancel button.

4.3.5. MEASUREMENT OPTIONS
The command allows you to enable/disable measurement options for both route
and off-route measurements. It displays a screen as follows
Fig. 4.7

MEASUREMENT OPTIONS

11:50:34

BATCH PROCESSING
WHOLE ROUTE
BY POINTS
FOR SPECTRUM:
PERCENTAGE OF READINGS TAKEN
MANUAL START FOR EACH AVERAGE
SHOW SMALL MAGNITUDES
PHASE AND RUN-UP/COAST-DOWN
INDICATED POINT
HARDWARE INTEGRATOR

Batch Processing
whole route

Batch Processing
by points

[OFF]
[OFF]
[OFF]
[OFF]
[OFF]
[LIGHT]
[ENABLED]

When enabled(ON), the DC-21 will make all measurements in the route
automatically in sequence without interaction by the operator. It is possible to
use this mode in special cases when the 16-channel multiplexer is used and all
the accelerometers are mounted on the proper points prior to measurements.
In this case, the DC-21 will switch channels automatically and continue
measurements without operator intervention.
When enabled(ON), all the route measurements for the current measurement
point will be made automatically with no manual start for each measurement.
The next commands are for spectral measurements in both route and off-route
modes.

Percentage of Readings Taken
displays the value at the top of the Spectra Measurement screen. The
value is the ratio of elapsed and estimated measurement time.
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There can be difference ifyou use the Cancel button to interrupt the
measurement process regarding this mode. If this mode is enabled, the
process will be broken at once. If not, the break will be done after the
current average is over.

Manual Start for Each Average
enables manual start for each spectrum measurement (each average).
It may be useful if the measurements are taken on a machine with a small steadystate period. Then you can acquire the required number of averages during
several different periods of machine operation.
Show Small Magnitudes

displays small magnitudes, 80 dB and more below the maximum value. Take
into consideration that these are not reliable and may be just internal noise of the
measurement circuits. These magnitudes are usually excluded from the readings
(when this mode is set to OFF).

Hardware Integrator

The instrument has one stage of hardware (analog) and two stages of digital
integrators to convert acceleration to velocity and displacement measurements.
If you enable the hardware integrator, then one stage of analog integration will
always be used when you make velocity or displacement measurements with
an accelerometer. Otherwise, only digital integration will be used.
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4.3.6. INPUT PARAMETERS
The DC-21 has up to 18 channels for inputs that you can set up to work with
several type of transducers. The A and B channels are connected to the top
panel of the DC-21 and are integrated with the transducer preamplifiers.
Channels 1-16 are controlled via the extension connector and require additional
hardware to be used with different type of transducers. Configuration of the
DC-21 inputs is done in two stages - configuration of transducers and
configuration of inputs (channels).
Input parameters command brings you to the following dialog box:
Fig. 4.8

SELECT CATALOG

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT INPUTS
TRANSDUCERS

Here you can access the DC-21 database of transducers and inputs configuration. You have to setup all the sensors (types of sensors) you are using with
the DC-21. Then any of these sensors can be assigned to any channel on the
input of your instrument. After doing this, it will be possible to only use the
channels of the input circuits of the DC-21 that have appropriate transducers
attached for measurements.
TheTransducers catalogcommand brings you to the following dialog:
Fig. 4.9

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

1. UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G

11:50:34
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Here, select any of the transducers in the list using Up and Down arrow keys
and press theEnterkey - the local menu will be displayed.
Fig. 4.10

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

11:50:34

1. UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G

ADD
CHANGE
DELETE

Here, select here theAdd command and press theEnterkey. (Here you can
also change the transducer configuration of delete the transducer from the
database). The following dialog will be displayed:
Fig. 4.11

TRANSDUCER

11:50:34

NAME
AP-40
MEASURED MAGNITUDE [ACCELERATION]
MEASUREMENT UNITS G
SWITCH-ON TIME
[ 1] S
SENSITIVITY
[ 30.000] MV/G

[ADD]

Here you can enter the name of the transducer using alphanumeric keys, select
the magnitude (using theLeftor Rightkeys) for transducer measurements Acceleration for accelerometers, velocity, displacement, voltage, current for
corresponding transducers. The DC-21 will display the measurement units that
will be used the selected parameter. Enter the switch-on time for the transducer
using the alphanumeric keys. This is a time delay from powering the transducer
until the measurements can be started. For certain accelerometers, for
example, the switch-on time can be up to 10 seconds - please verify it in the
transducer specification. Last, use the alphanumeric keys to enter the sensitivity
of the transducer in the displayed units.
After all parameters are entered, use Enter key to add the transducer to the
DC-21 database or select usingUp and Down keys, theAdd command and
press theEnter key.
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The Changecommand works exactly in the same way as theAdd command
with only one difference - for setting up an additional transducer, it changes the
configuration of the selected one from the list. TheDeletecommand simply
removes the selected transducer from the list.
In this way, you can setup all the transducers you use with the DC-21, but you
have to set up at least one transducer to be able to make possible any
measurements
The list of transducers may look like this:
Fig. 4.12

TRANSDUCER CATALOG

1 ACCEL AP-40
2 ACCEL PCB 603
3 CURRENT CF34

11:50:34

30.000 MV/G
100.00 MV/G
10.000 MV/A

Leave this menu usingCancelkey, confirm changes by selectingYescommand
(if you have done any unnecessary changes to the transducers list e.g. removed
a transducer by occasion, selectNo and all changes will be disabled)
To set up Measurement Inputs, select corresponding command from the dialog
below:
Fig. 4.13

SELECT CATALOG

11:50:34

MEASUREMENT INPUTS
TRANSDUCERS

The following dialog will be displayed:
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Fig. 4.14

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS

11:50:34

SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 UNKNOWN INPUT

INPUT INFORMATION
A OFF
B OFF
EXT.OFF

Here, you can see the list of previously set up inputs and the information about
the current input below the list. As mentioned above, the DC-21 has 18 input
channels, two of which are channels A and B and they are terminated with
corresponding connectors at the top panel of the DC-21. Another 16 channels
are controlled through Extension connector at the top panel. In each Measurement Inputs configuration, you can setup all these channels and configure the use
of corresponding transducers. The above figure shows the configuration with
all input channels disconnected from measurement circuits. To set up the inputs,
press theEnter key. The following local menu will appear:
Fig. 4.15

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS

11:50:34

SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 UNKNOWN INPUT

INPUT INFORMATION
A OFF
B OFF
EXT.OFF

SELECT
CHANGE
ADD
DELETE

Select theAdd command from the local menu using the UpandDown keys and
press the Enter key. You can also use theChange command to modify the
input selected in the list orDelete- to remove the inputs setup from the DC21 database.
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The following dialog is used to set up the measurement input configuration of the
DC-21:
Fig. 4.16

MEASUREMENT INPUT

11:50:34

INPUT NAME
A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT
CHAN
A [OFF ]
B [OFF ]
EXT.[OFF ]
[ADD]

Here in the INPUT NAME line, you can enter the name of measurement input
that will be displayed on the DC-21 start-up window. For example, it can be
A- channel, A&B channels, 16-channel switch box or any other name
containing up to 31 characters.
In the channel setup, you can enable or disable channels or select the extension
hardware by selecting corresponding channel with Up andDown keys and
enable-disable it with theRightand Leftkeys . But, if you are going to use A
and/or B channels, at first you have to select the transducer. To do so, select
the desired channel and press the Enter key. The following dialog will be
displayed:
Fig. 4.17

SELECT TRANSDUCER

11:50:34

CHAN A: UNKNOWN 30.000 MV/G
1 ACCEL AP-40
2 ACCEL PCB 603
3 CURRENT CF34

30.000 MV/G
100.00 MV/G
10.000 MV/A

The list of the transducers will be exactly the same that we set up previously.
Select the desired transducer with Up andDown keys and press Enter. The
transducer will be selected for the channel and displayed in the MEASUREMENT INPUT dialog.
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To set up the extension channels, use the Right and Left keys to select the
hardware for the given channel. For example, if you have current measurement
clamps, you can select LINEAR INPUT. Then press theEnter key to select
the transducer. The following dialog will be displayed:
Fig. 4.18

EXTERNAL ADAPTER

11:50:34

CHAN:
1 OFF
2 OFF

The number of channels here may depend on the type of hardware you use for
extensions. For a 16 channels switch box, there will be 16 channels available
that can be set up.
Here, select the channel using the UpandDown keys and pressEnterto select
a transducer for the channel from the transducer list.
With theLeftandRightkeys you can enable or disable the channel. Note that
only enabled channels can be selected further during measurements.
After finishing the external hardware setup, press theCancelbutton to leave this
dialog.
Fig. 4.19

MEASUREMENT INPUT

11:50:34

INPUT NAME
A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT
CHAN
A [ACCEL AP-40 ]
B [OFF ]
EXT.[LINEAR INPUT]

30.000 MV/G

[ADD]
The following dialog box may be displayed if you set up the measurement input
as was suggested. Here, we can see that we have set up using channel A for
vibration measurements and we enabled a external linear adapter that we are
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planning to use for electric current measurements. Channel B is disabled in the
current configuration.
Select the bottom command which can be ADD or CHANGE depending on
what you are doing currently and press theEnterkey
Now, the catalog of the measurement inputs will look like this:
Fig. 4.20

CATALOG MEASUREMENT INPUTS

11:50:34

SELECTED INPUT:
UNKNOWN INPUT
1 A - ACCEL, EXT1 - CURRENT

INPUT INFORMATION
A ACCEL AP-40
B OFF
EXT.LINEAR INPUT - CHANNELS 1(2)

The last string means that you are using only one of two available channels.
In this way, you can setup any types of measurement input configurations. All
of them will be displayed in the list.
To select one of the input configurations for measurements, highlight it with the
Up and Down keys in the list, press Enter button and use the SELECT
command line of the local menu. Then press the Cancel key to leave the
measurements catalog and confirm changes in the confirmation dialog.
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5. APPLICATIONS
This submenu contains additional utilities included in the main firmware package: DC-21 Messenger, Tacho Signal Monitoring, Remote Control Measurement, as well as the utilities by customer request, such as Balancing, Applications Protocols (on balancing, running up/coast down, and shock measurements), Vector Calculator, Running-up/Coast-down, Shock. The sequence of
applications and the set of applications can differ and depend on what you
ordered for your instrument or add after receiving the instrument. Please
contact your dealer if you have any questions or you may require any special
application.
Below is the general description of what options are available currently. The
number of applications increases with development of new features of the DC21.
Currently the menu may contain the following commands:
Fig. 5.1

APPLICATIONS MENU
[DC-21 MESSENGER
[TACHO SIGNAL MONITORING
[REMOTE CONTROL MEASUREMENT
[APPLICATIONS PROTOCOLS
[BALANCING
[VECTOR CALCULATOR
[SHOCK
[RUNNING-UP/COAST-DOWN
[SHAFT ALIGNMENT
[RECORDER

DC-21 Messenger

11:50:34
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

It enables you to view messages received by phone (modem connection) or
added by a user during downloading of a route. The command displays the list
of messages along with the starting lines of the selected message. The messages
are generated on a host computer. It is used when the instrument is used at a
remote location.
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Fig. 5.2

LIST MESSAGE:

11:50:34

FROM: JOHN BROWN 22-05-2006
FROM: JOHN BROWN
TO: OPERATOR
SUBJ: PUMP 236-15
PLEASE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO DRIVE END
BRG IN ROUTE P236-15/A
Use buttons 5 and 6 to select a message. The first 4 lines of the selected message
are shown at the bottom.
TheEnterkey pops up the local menu that contains the following commands:
View, Delete, Delete All.
Delete Deletes the selected message after your confirmation.
Delete All

Deletes all the messages after your confirmation.

View Displays the selected message on the full screen. If the message is too
long, use the down arrow key to scroll it. TheEnterkey brings you to the end
of the message. TheCancel key brings you back to the list of messages.
Tacho Signal Monitoring
Note

Select the command to view the tacho signal in the oscilloscope mode.
Also, while measuring you can view the tacho signal using the Tacho
command of the measurement screen.
The signal will be displayed along with the hints on key operations.
Enter - pause.
Cancel - escape.
Left/Right changes the time scale. The ranges available are: 4 ms, 10 ms, 20
ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 500 ms, 1 s, 2 s, 5 s, 10s.

Applications Protocols
Balancing

The command to view logs of the applications.
The internal balancing program can be delivered by your request. It provides
balancing at 1 to 3 balancing planes and for 8 measurement points. The
Balancingcommand is used to start this program. The user manual is supplied
in a separate document.
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Application is used to sum or split balancing weights - it is supplied with the
balancing application.
The detailed description of the balancing commands can be found in the Manual
on balancing with the DC-21.

Remote Control

The command is used to control measurement process via a remote computer.
Prior to doing it, connect the computer and data collector with the interface
cable, set up the RS-232 interface and desired inputs configuration. After you
start the command, control will be taken by the computer with the appropriate
software installed (DREAM 32, VBAL).
The gain factor will be displayed for each measurement obtained.
To pause the job, press any key of the instrument. To continue, do it once again
(aside from theCancel key). To quit remote control mode, press Cancel.

Running-up/Coast-down

The command to start runup/coastdown measurements.

Shock

Application for the analysis of shock response which is used to analyze
resonances of machine or equipment structures

Shaft Alignment

This application is used to calculate shims width for machine alignment using dial
indicators or other suitable measurements.

Recorder

This application is used to make long, continuous records of signals from
transducers.
A detailed description of the applications is presented below:

5.1. SHOCK
This Application of the DC-21 is used to make measurements of shock
response for any stationary object such as a basement, rotor, machine frame,
etc. The vibration is excited by shock pulse from a hammer and the DC-21
measures the response of the structure to such an excitation, displaying time
domain data and spectrum plots.
Diagnostics by shock response requires an experienced user.
Measurements of shock response are used for diagnostics of rotating and static
objects. The parameters used for diagnostics are resonant frequency (ie
resonance maximum) in the spectrum and resonance Q factory. More informative is the value of logarithmic decrement which increases greatly due to soft foot
or cracks in the object.
5.1.1. EQUIPMENT
To get shock data, you need the Shock firmware for DC-21, a vibration sensor
attached to the object, and a special hammer with replaceable head. It is
recommended to use a hammer with a soft head (of rubber, soft plastic) for low-
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frequency resonances (under 200-300 Hz). For light-weight machines (under
300 Kg), the resonances can be excited by using your hand hand. For the highfrequency resonances, a hammer head of hard plastic, copper, steel is
recommended. The more the mass of the machine, the more the mass of the
hammer.
Take into consideration that not all resonances can be seen by a measurement
at one point and not all resonances are excited by the shock at one place. It's
a good idea to know the mode shapes of the object and then select a
measurement point and a shock location.
Besides, at the moment of the shock, some noise is introduced which should die
away much faster than the actual resonances. Therefore, we recommended to
set a delay time between the shock and measurement start.
5.1.2. DATA ACQUISITION
To measure shock response, use theShockcommand from the Applications
screen.
The command displays the first screen to set up measurements.
Fig. 5.3

SHOCK RESPONSE

11:50:34

MACHINE:

[

]

FREQUENCY SPAN

[

800] HZ

SCALE

[

LIN]

TRIGGER THRESHOLD

[

25%]

START DELAY, S

[

0.01]

[ NEXT ]
Here you may select the following:
Machine

You may enter the machine name or ID with the keypad. The name is shown
when you view saved measurements.

Frequency Span

Use arrows keys to select the desired frequency span. Choices available: 25,
50, 100, 200, 400, 800,1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600 Hz.

Scale
Trigger Threshold

Select between linear and logarithmic scale of data representation.
It is the shock pulse level that will initiate measurement. Choices available (in
percentage): 0, 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 of input range depending on the gain
value set in the next screen of the measurement setup.
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Start Delay, s

Use arrows keys to select the delay between shock pulse and the start of the
data record.
After your choices are made, select theNextcommand to go to the next screen
of the measurement setup.
The command displays the second screen of measurement setup.

Fig. 5.4

SHOCK RESPONSE

11:50:40

GAIN:

[

4]

CHANNEL NO

[

1]

[

G]

TRANSDUCER PCB-603 100
MEASUREMENT UNITS
[ BACK ]

MV/G

[ MEASURE ]

Here, you may do the following settings:
Gain

set the desired gain factor manually. The AUTO setting is not possible here as
the vibration level will not be stationary or stable in time. You can experiment
with the shock power and gain setting to obtain the necessary level.

Channel No

You can select any channel from the ones available in the current Measurement
Input configuration. The DC-21 displays the transducer configuration set the
for selected channel.

Measurement Units

allow you to select measurement units for the particular input. You can select
from acceleration units (G), acceleration, velocity, or displacement in metric or
imperial units, and Volts.
You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen.
After you set all parameters, choose the Measure command and press the
Enterbutton.
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Fig. 5.5

SHOCK RESPONSE

11:50:40

DISPLAY OPTIONS
[SPECTRUM ONLY]
[WAVEFORM+SPECTRUM+DECREMENT]

Two modes are available:
Spectrum only

This mode is used to find resonant frequencies only. The shock response
spectrum will be displayed and you can use the cursor to find the frequencies
of all resonances.

Spectrum+waveform+decrement In this mode, the shock response will be displayed in the time domain,
frequency domain (spectrum), and you can select any resonant frequency in the
spectrum to calculate its damping coefficient, Q-factor and decay time.
Note - in both modes, the waveform will be recorded and saved for future
analysis in the software on the host computer.
The measurements will start after you select a processing mode and the message
"Waiting for Trigger" appears.
You can pause measurements any time by pressing the Enter or Cancel
buttons.
While the input is above the Trigger Threshold value, the time waveform is taken
and shown on the screen. TheCancelkey brings you back to the "Waiting for
Trigger" screen. TheEnterkey forward you to the Spectrum graph.
In case of input overloading, a warning is issued and the instrument switches to
waiting mode.
In the Spectrum Only mode, the spectrum graph screen uses the cursor to select
the resonance for analysis.
In the Spectrum+Waveform+Decrement mode, first the time waveform will be
displayed for your analysis - you can zoom and scale waveform and use cursor
for analysis (see waveform measurement chapter of the manual), then press
Enter key to display spectrum. You can analyze the spectrum (see the spectrum
measurement chapter of this manual).
The following controls can be used in the spectrum display mode
<3> <4> - to move cursor;
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<5> - moves cursor to the local maximum of the 10 nearest lines;
<4> <9> - change vertical scale
<8> <0> - change horizontal scale
ENTER and CANCEL - exits spectrum display.
To calculate damping characteristics, select the resonant frequency with a
cursor and press the Enter key. A special graph will be displayed - it is the level
of the vibration of the specific frequency versus time - you can see the amplitude
decay. The dotted line is the 1/e level of the initial vibration (here e is a basic
constant equal to 2.71). The logarithmic damping decrement, Q-factor for the
resonance, and Tau - the time of amplitude decay in e times are calculated. Use
Next command to display the following dialog:
After you press Enter, the program calculates Decrement and Center Frequency and displays the results.
Fig. 5.6

11:50:45
[SAVE MEASUEREMENT RESULTS

]

[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING

]

[BACK TO SPECTRUM DISPLAY ]
FREQUENCY, HZ DECR
F= 158.00
0.0027

Q
1175

TAU
299

There are some options:
Save measurement results It saves the measurement results to the instrument memory for uploading onto
the computer.
Exit without saving
Back to spectrum display

Brings you back to the Shock Response screen without saving the data.
By the this command you will be back to the Spectrum display and may select
another resonance for analysis.
The data of the processed resonances are stored and can be viewed using the
Applications Protocols command from the Applications menu, as well as
uploaded onto the computer with Vibro12 software installed.
If the processed resonance is random, the program warns you about it
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5.2 RUNUP AND COASTDOWN MEASUREMENTS
To measure the amplitude and phase response of the machine, use the Running
up/down command from the Applications screen.
Measurement input is from the tacho (one pulse per revolution), for instance,
from the photoelectric reference sensor FD-2 as well as from a vibration sensor.
A photoelectric sensor should be kept stationary with a holder.
To start measurements, select the Running-up/Coast-down command from the
Applications screen and press Enter.
The command displays the following screen.
Fig. 5.7

RUN-UP / COAST-DOWN
MACHINE

11:50:34

6

HARMONIC #
HARMONIC #
NUMBER OF SUB-BANDS

[
[
[

1
200

]
]
]

DETECTOR TYPE
SCALE

[
[

RMS
LIN

]
]

2.1
5.0

]
]

ROTATION SPEED RANGE:
LOW EDGE FREQUENCY (HZ) [
HIGH EDGE FREQUENCY (HZ) [
[ NEXT ]

Here you may select the following:
Machine
Harmonic #

Number of Sub-bands

You can enter with alphanumeric keys the name or ID for the machine.
The number of harmonic (order) of rotating speed which cover the selected
frequency range (under 8). To know amplitude and frequency response of the
machine at a range which is above the operating speed of the machine, you may
use 2nd or 3rd harmonic.
The number of frequency bands to divide the selected frequency range into.
It can be 50, 100, 200, 400. Each of them is represented by a line on the screen.
When divided into 400 bands, only 200 lines can be seen. To view all the lines,
use the <0> key. The more the number of bands is, the less the number of
measurement averages per band. For 50 lines, the number of averages can be
as great as 48 while for 400 line it would be under 6.

Detector Type
Scale

Select between RMS, Peak, or Peak-Peak.
Select the units for amplitude from linear or logarithmic ones.
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Rotation speed range:
Low edge frequency

Rotation speed range:
High edge frequency

The low boundary of the frequency range of interest (it may differ from the
operating speed range, for instance, when the second, third, and higher
harmonic of operating speed is used). The minimal value is 0.1 Hz for the first
harmonic of operating speed, 0.2 for the second harmonic, and so on.
The upper bound of the frequency range of interest (it may differ from the
operating speed range, for instance, when the second, third and more harmonic
of operating speed is used). The maximum value is 1700 Hz for the first
harmonic of operating speed and 3400 for the second harmonic.
The Next button brings you to the next measurement setup screen.

Fig. 5.8

RUNNING UP/DOWN

11:50:34

GAIN
[
AUTO]
MEASUREMENT UNITS [

G]

CHANNELS (AVAILABLE 8):
A [+]
1 [+]
B ?
2 ?
3 [-]
4 [-]
5 [-]
6 [-]
7 [-]
8 [-]

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

[BACK]

[MEASURE]

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
[TACHO]

The screen is used to set the following:
Gain

set by using the right or left buttons to Auto to make instrument autorange the
preamplifiers. It takes a couple of seconds, but the measurements become
much more reliable. Or you can set the desired gain factor manually. We
recommend getting the value at maximum running speed of the machine and
multiplying it by 2 to 4 times to go through resonance frequencies without
overload.

Measurement Units

any Metric or Imperial units to measure acceleration, velocity, and displacement. Make your choice with34 keys from g, m/s2, mm/s, mkm, in/s, mils.

Channels

You can select any channels to be used for measurements. The number of set
ups in the Measurement Inputs is presented. You can also view the table of
channels - A and B are the connectors on the top panel of the DC-21 and 116 are the channels controlled through the extension connector. The channels
that are not set up in the Inputs configuration are marked with "?" and can not
be used for measurements. The other channels are marked with [+] or [-]. Use
the cursor keys to set [+] to enable the channel for measurements and [-] to
disable it.
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You can use the Back command to get to the previous screen. The Tacho
command allows you to view the tacho signal in the oscilloscope mode.
To start measurement process, use theMeasurecommand. After initialization
is over, theStartcommand will be displayed. PressEnterto take readings. To
interrupt measurement process, use theStopcommand at the bottom of the
screen.
During the measurements, the current speed of the machine (in Hz) is displayed.
If the selected harmonic is beyond the selected frequency range, or the tacho
signal is unstable, or the input circuit is overloaded, the corresponding messages
will be displayed.
On measurement completion, amplitude and phase response of the machine is
displayed. You may use the right/left button to view it. At the top of the screen,
the amplitude and phase values are displayed according to the selected
frequency.
Press Enter to go to the next screen.
Fig. 5.9

11:50:34
[SAVE MEASUREMENT RESULT ]
[EXIT WITHOUT SAVING]
[RETURN TO GRAPH DISPLAY ]
MEASUREMENT UNITS

[MM/S]

SCALE

[LIN]

PHASE, DEGREE

[ 0...360]

The screen allows you to save the measurement data to the instrument memory
for further transferring it into a PC. If not enough memory enough, a warning
appears. Then press any key that brings you to the Main menu. Unload the data
to the host PC and delete all routes in the memory of the DC-21 using theDelete
All Routescommand from the Utilities menu.
You may also change measurement units for amplitude representation, amplitude scaling (either linear or logarithmic), as well as the phase range (either
0..360 or -180 180) and go back to the data viewing. For the latter, use the
command Return to the Graph Display, or just press Cancel.
Also, you may exit without saving measurement data.
Any offroute measurement data can be viewed by using theBrowse Measurementcommand from the Off Route menu.
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6. THE DC-21 SPECIFICATIONS
Input
z

z

z

z

Number of channels


2 analog channels



1 synchronization channel

Input types


linear voltage (two ch.)



ICP or charge accelerometer (two ch.)



phase reference tacho (TTL)

Sensor types


accelerometer,



current clamps,



microphone,



tacho probe

Integration


analog (one stage)



digital (one or two stages)

z

Frequency range

0.1 - 25600 Hz

z

Frequency response (+/-0.5dB)

z

Linear input signal range

z

Phase difference between channels

0.5 - 25600 Hz

±3 V



from 2..300 Hz less than 1 degree



from 301..1000Hz 5 degrees or less

z

Cross channel interference

z

Gain


auto,



0-54 dB in 6 dB steps

- 100 dB or better

Vibration parameters
z

Measured magnitudes


displacement,



velocity,



acceleration,



peak-factor

z

Detector

z

Frequency bands for vibration measurement


RMS, true peak, peak-peak

ISO standard:

2..1000, 10..1000, 10..2000 Hz
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z

additional: 2..200, 3..300, 5..500, 10..5000, 500..2500, 625..1250, 1200..2500, 2500..5000,
5000..10000, 10000..25000, 17000..25000 Hz

Vibration range


acceleration (on 160 Hz) from 0.05 up to 1000 m/s2



velocity (on 80 Hz)from 0.1 up to 100 mm/s



displacement (on 40 Hz)

from 1 up to 1000 um

FFT spectra
z

Frequency span

25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600 Hz

z

Frequency resolution

400, 800, 1600 lines

z

Dynamic range 90 dB or better

z

Number of linear averages

z

Weighting function

z

Scale type

z

Envelope detector with passband filters

1-256

Hanning

Linear or Logarithmic



1/3 octave:800, 1000, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3200, 4000, 5000, 6400, 8000, 10000,
12800, 16000, 20000 Hz



1/1 octave:50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 8000, 12800, 16000 Hz

Amplitude and phase measurements for balancing
z

Rotation speed range

0.5-1700 Hz (30-102000 RPM)

z

RPM error

± 1%

z

Phase error

± 5 degrees

z

Amplitude error

z

Automatic control

± 1 dB



phase reference tacho signal parameters,



reliability of measurements

z

Amplitude measurement units

G, m/s2, mm/s, um, in/s, mil

z

Internal power supply for phase reference tacho

(RMS, Peak, or Peak to Peak)

5 V DC, 15 mA

RPM-amplitude-frequency measurements for run-up/coast-down
z

Rotation speed range

0.5-1700 Hz (30-102000 RPM)

z

Frequency range

from 0.5 Hz up to 10xRPM

z

RPM resolutionup to 200 lines on two harmonics

z

Measurements are done on

1x-6x harmonics of rotation speed

General
z

Operation temperature -20 / +50C (-5 / +120 F)

z

Weight 0.9 kg

z

Dimensions

109(W) x 208(L) x 35(H) mm
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Battery options


12 hours internal battery



6 hours easy field replaceable battery

Data storage capacity 800 spectra

Interface
z

Data Exchange: via interface RS-232, or external modem.

z

Baud Rate: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 BPS.
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APPENDIX 1. WORKING WITH MULTIPLEXERS
In conjunction with a DC-21 you may use multiplexers made by VAST.
There are 4-, 8-, and 16-channel multiplexers. Multiplexer power is done
through the DC-21.
Measurements are taken in sequence by each channel. Multiplexing is made
automatically.
Also, the AVPb-16icp, the dedicated high-speed 16-channel multiplexer is
available. Its own battery eliminates transient phenomena during channel
switching. It is intended for use generally for simultaneous vibration readings at
several measurement points during running-up/running-down.
A2.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE AVPB-16ICP
A2.1.1. USES
The AVPb-16icp multiplexer is intended for 16 channels ICP transducers and
is used for high-speed switching of channels and conversion of the signal from
16 vibration transducers. The multiplexer allows practically simultaneous
measurements at a number of measurement points (up to 16) during machine
running-up/coast-down.
A2.1.2.SPECIFICATIONS


Rated operating voltage of vibration transducers: 21±1V.



Rated battery voltage: 12V.



Rated battery capacity: 1.6A per h.



Operating time of the AVPb-16icp under full load (i.e. all 16 transducers
are attached): 8 h. minimum.



Charging time of the a battery: 2 h. + 10 minutes.



Weigh: 900±50g



Measurement channels: 16

A2.1.3. COMPONENTS, OPERATION, AND CHARGING
The AVPb-16icp consists of a conversion and commutation board, a rechargeable battery and a metal case.
It is intended to use with the DC-21 vibration analyzer. It is equipped with a
carrying strap.
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The multiplexer is connected to the vibration analyzer with cable via a DRB-9M
connector located on the frontal panel of the adapter. Transducers are
connected to the multiplexer using coaxial cables via BNC-connectors marked
with channel numbers from "1" to "16".
The multiplexer is controlled through the DC-21 vibration analyzer. Multiplexer
switching is done by the 'On' key of the vibration analyzer. Power status is
indicated by the middle indicator with green lighting. After the battery of the
multiplexer is connected to voltage charger and the multiplexer is ready to be
operated. Battery discharging is indicated by light decrement. When the
battery is discharged by 98 per cent, the indicator shows red flickering. Under
full load of 16 vibration transducers the flickering period lasts for about 10
minutes. After that period, the battery is discharged and automatically
disconnected. Then the battery should be recharged.
The line adapter with output of 18V and 0.9A is used for charging the battery
of the AVPb-16icp. The line adapter is connected to the AVPb-16icp via PC4
connector located on the front panel of the device. Charging is done while the
vibration analyzer and AVPb-16icp are switched off. There are two charging
modes: with fast current of 0,8A and with steady current of 50mA.
The fast mode is indicated by yellow light of the multi-color indicator located
near the PC4 connector. After 2-hours fast charging with a current of 0.8A, it
is switched automatically to the steady charging mode with current of 50mA.
It is indicated by the green lighting of the indicator. Charging can last for several
hours.
A2.2. OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS AND MAINTENANCE
A2.2.1. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The AVPb-16icp can be safely operated under the following conditions:


environment temperature: from -10 to +50°C



relative humidity: (90±3)% at temperature 25°C



atmospheric pressure: from 84 to 106.7KPascal

A2.2.2. PRELIMINARIES
The AVPb-16icp multiplexer is intended to use with the DC-21 vibration
analyzer and ICP vibration transducers. Prior to operation of the AVPb-16icp,
its battery should be charged if needed. This depends on the interval after the
previous charge and the duration of the operation in question. Prior to the start,
the needed number of transducers is installed that connect to the multiplexer
using coaxial cables. Also, the multiplexer is connected to the DC-21 using the
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cable. After the vibration analyzer is on (press key "On"), the multiplexer is
ready to work which is indicated with the green light on the front panel of the
multiplexer.
A2.3. MAINTENANCE
Operations with the AVPb-16icp should be done in accordance with safety and
maintenance regulations, this document, and the transducer manual.
AVPb-16icp, cables and transducers should be subjected to periodic inspections. How often and how thorough depends on deterioration of the equipment
and results of the previous checks. The main causes of deterioration are as
follows:


water, particles or debris within the multiplexer and connectors;



damaged connectors and cables;



reduced cable resistance;



discharged battery;



changes in transducer parameters;



changes in vibration analyzer parameters.

